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In this paper p is always a prime number and kc R are commutative 
rings of characteristic p. 
We say that a k-derivation d of R is p-integral over a d-subring A of R if 
there exists a finite set {a,,..., a, _ 1 } of elements of A such that 
dP”+a,_,dP”-’ +..-+a,dP+a,d=O. 
The formula (ad)P = aPdP + bd, where a, b E R (see Section l), which is 
due to Hochschild [3, p. 1911, allows us to describe the p-integral 
k-derivations of R by p-Lie subalgebras of Der,(R) (Section 2). 
It is very easy to prove that if R is noetherian and Der,(R) is finitely 
generated as an R-module then every k-derivation of R is p-integral over R 
(Proposition 2.2). In particular, if k is noetherian and R is either the ring 
kCx, >..., x,] of polynomials or the ring k[ [xl,..., x,]] of formal power 
series over k, then every k-derivation of R is p-integral over R. 
The main result of this paper (Theorem 4.1) shows that, in the cases of 
polynomials or power series, every such k-derivation d is p-integral over 
the ring of constants, even if k is non-noetherian, and that the minimal 
polynomial for d is of the degree pm, where ti is <n (the number of 
variables). This fact is trivial if n = 1, but a straightforward verification of it 
for n 3 2 is very difficult, even if p = 2, n = 3 or p = 3, n = 2 (see Example 5.2 
and Problem 5.3). 
A basic role in the proof of the main result is played by Theorem 3.10, 
which says that if d is an integral derivation (that is, a derivation satisfying 
any manic polynomial identities) of a unique factorization domain R, then 
d is p-integral over R. 
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1. HOCHSCHILD FORMULA ANDPA-ALGEBRAS 
This section gives some basic properties of derivations in characteristic p
which are used in later sections. 
It is well known [3, p. 1911 that if d is a derivation of a field R of charac- 
teristic p and a E R then (a~!)~ =aPdP + bd, for some b E R. This formula is 
due to Hochschild. In the first proposition we extend this formula to the 
case where R is a commutative ring. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic p and d 
be a derivation of R. If a E R then 
(ad)” = aPdP + bd, 
where b = (ad)“- ’ (a). 
Proof. Case 1. R is afield. See [3, p. 191, Ex. 151. 
Case 2. R is a domain. Let d be the extension of d to the quotient 
field of R. Then (ad)” (r) = (ad)” (r), for any natural n and any r E R, and 
by Case 1 we have 
(ad)P (r) = (~d)~ (r) 
= apdp(r) + (ad)P- ’ (a) d(r) 
= (aPdP + (ad)P-’ (a) d)(r). 
Case 3. R is an arbitrary ring. Let S = Zp[x,., r E R] be the ring of 
polynomials over Z, in commutating indeterminates, one for each element 
in R. Let h : S -+ R be the homomorphism of rings defined by h(x,) = Y, and 
let 6 be the derivation of S such that 6(x,) = xdcrj. Then h6 =dh and 
h(x,6)” = (ad)” h for any natural n. Therefore, if r E R then, by Case 2, we 
have 
(ad)P (r) = (ad)P h(x,) 
= Nx,~)P (x,) 
= h(x,“SP + (x,6)P- l (x,) 6)(x,) 
= (aPdPh + (ad)P - ’ h(x,) dh)(x,) 
= (aPdP + (ad)P- ’ (a) d)(r). 
This completes the proof. 
It is easy to verify the next formula. 
481.'110/1-19 
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LEMMA 1.2. If d,, dz are derivations of a commutative ring R such that 
d,d,=d,d, and a, bER then 
[ad,, bd,] = ad,(b) d2 - bd,(a) d,. 
Now, using Proposition 1.1 and Lemma 1.2, we can prove the following 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let R be a commutative ring of characteristic p, 
idI,..., dH> be a set of commuting derivations of R, and A be a subring of R 
such that d,(A) _C A for i = l,..., n. If a, ,..., a, E A, then there exist elements 
b I ,..., b, E A such that 
(a,d,+~~~+a,d,)P=a~df+~~~+a,Pd~ 
+b,d,+...+b,d,. 
Proof Let U be the ring of all endomorphisms of the Z,-module R and 
let U[x] be the ring of polynomials over U in one indeterminate x com- 
muting with elements of U. 
If u, v E U than by F(;(u, v) we denote the polynomial in U[x] defined by 
the formula 
F(u, v)= [u+vx, [u+ux )...) [u+vx, v]...]]. . _v p- 1 
We know from [3, p. 189, Ex. l] (Compare [l, p. 105, Ex. 191) that 
(u + v)” = up + VP + ,y Si(U, v), 
1=1 
where each s,(u, v) is the coefficient of xi-’ in the polynomial F(u, v). 
Let us denote M= Ad, + ... + Ad, and let M[x] be the set of all 
polynomials in U[x] of the form m, +m,x+ ... +mSxs, where 
m,,..., m, E M. Then M is an A-module and M[x] is an A[x]-module. 
Observe that if f, g E M[x] then [A g] E M[x]. In fact, this follows from 
Lemma 1.2 and from the formula 
f 
i mzxL, 1 n,xl 
I 
S+t 
= C IX [m,, n,l xk. 
r=O J=O k=O i+j=k 
Therefore, for u, v EM we have F(u, v) E M[x], that is, s,(u, v) EM, for 
any i= l,..., p - 1. 
In particular, if u = a, dl + . ..+a.-,d,-,, v=a,d,, then 
(a,d,+...+a,d,)P=(a,d,+.~.+a,_,d,_,)P 
+ (a,d,Y+c,d,+... +c,d,, 
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for some cl,..., c, E A, and now our proposition follows by simple induction 
and Proposition 1.1. 
Let k G R be commutative rings of characteristic p, and A a subring of R. 
By Der,(R) we denote the set of k-derivations of R. 
We say that a non-empty subset L of Der,(R) is a PA-algebra 01 a p-Lie 
subalgebra of Der,(R) over A if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(L.0) d(A) c A for any dE L. 
(L.l) If d,,dzEL, then d,+d,EL. 
(L.2) If dE L and a E A, then ade L. 
(L.3) Ifdl,d,EL, then [d,,d,]EL. 
(L.4) If d6 L, then dP G L. 
If E is a subset of Der,(R) and A is a subring of R such that d(A) c A for 
any d E E, then there exists the smallest PA-algebra containing E (it follows 
from the fact that the set {d E Der,( R); d( A ) c A > is a PA-algebra contain- 
ing E) which we denote by L,(E). 
If E= (d, ,..., d,j is a finite subset of Der,(R) then we write L,(d,,..., d,) 
instead of L,(E). 
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.3 and Lemma I.2 we 
obtain the following two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let dg Der,(R) and let A be a subring of R such that 
d(A) c A. Then L,(d) is the set of all k-derivations 6 in R of the form 
6=a,,dP~+a,~_,dP’~‘+~~~+a,dP+a,d, 
where s is natural and a, ,.,., a,, E A. 
COROLLARY 1.5. Let (d, ,..., d,, 1 be a set of commuting k-derivations in R 
and let A be a subring of R such that d,(A) c A, for i= l,.... n. Then 
L,(d,,..., d,) = L,(d,) + ... + L,(d,). 
2. ~-INTEGRAL DERIVATIONS 
Let R 2 k be commutative rings of characteristic p, dc Der,(R), and A a 
subring of R such that d(A) c A. 
DEFINITION 2.1. We say that d is p-integral over A if there exists a finite 
set (a,,..., a,- 1} of elements of A such that 
dP”+a,- ldp”-l +...+a,dP+a,d=O. 
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The following simple proposition gives a class of examples of p-integral 
derivations. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If R is noetherian and Der,(R) is finitely generated as 
an R-module, then every k-derivation of R is p-integral over R. 
ProoJ: Let d E Der,(R) and denote M, = RdPO + Rdpl + . . .RdP”-‘, for 
n = 1, 2,.... Then M,&M,c... is a sequence of R-submodules of Der,(R), 
and, since Der,(R) is noetherian, M,, = M,, + 1 for some n. Hence dP E M,, 
that is, d is p-integral over R. 
Other examples will be given in Section 4. We now relate p-integral 
derivations to the smallest PA-algebras. 
THEOREM 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) d is p-integral over A, 
(2) L,(d) is a finitely generated A-module. 
ProoJ: (1) 3 (2) Assume that dP” + C;:J a,dp’ = 0 and denote 
M=Ad+AdP+...+AdP”-‘. Then dP” E M and, by simple induction and 
Proposition 1.3, dP’ E M for any s = 0, l,.... So we see, by Corollary 1.4, that 
L,(d) = M. 
(2)*(l) Let L,(d)=Ac?,+...+AJ,, where (d1,...,6,} is a finite 
subset of Der,(R). Since every 6, belongs to L,(d), we have (by 
Corollary 1.4) 
SC 
6,= c a,dd, 
J=o 
for i = l,..., n, where all ai, belong to A. Denote s = max(s,,..., s,). Then 
L,(d) c M, where M = Ad + . . . + Adps-’ + AdP”. Hence, in particular, 
dPS+ ’ EM, that is, d is p-integral over A. 
Let {d, ,..., d,} be a finite set of commuting k-derivations of R and 
assume now that A is a subring of R such that d,(A) G A for i = l,..., n. 
As simple consequences of the above theorem we obtain the following 
two corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If d, ,..., d, are p-integral over A then LA( d, ,..., d,,) is a 
jinitely generated A-module. 
ProoJ It follows from Corollary 1.5 and Theorem 2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.5. If A is noetherian and dI,..., d,, are p-integral over A, 
then every derivation from L,(d,,..., d,) is p-integral over A. 
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ProoJ: Let d~L,(d, ,..., d,). Then L,(d) s L,(d, ,..., d,) and hence, by 
Corollary 2.4, L,(d) is finitely generated over A, so (by Theorem 2.3) d is 
p-integral over A. 
3. ALGEBRAIC, INTEGRAL, AND ~-INTEGRAL DERIVATIONS 
Let R 2 k be commutative rings of characteristic p and let d E Der,(R). 
We say that d is algebraic if there exists a finite set (rl ,..., r,} of elements 
of R such that r, # 0 and 
We say that d is integral if there exists a finite set (rl ,..., r,- 1 1 of 
elements of R such that 
d”+r,,_,d”-‘+...+r,d=O. 
Every integral derivation is algebraic, but the converse is not necessarily 
true. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let S=Z,[x,, x1,...,] be the polynomial ring over Z, 
and 1 be the ideal in S generated by all indeterminates. Consider in the ring 
R = S/I2 the derivation d defined by d(x, + a*) = x,~+. I + 12. Then 
(x1 + 1’) d= 0, hence d is algebraic, and it is easy to verify that d is not’ 
integral. 
It is clear that every p-integral derivation over R is integral. We do not 
know whether or not the converse of this fact is true in general. However, 
in this section, we will show that if R is a unique factorization domain then: 
the converse is also true. This fact is the main result of this section and 
plays a basic role in our further considerations. 
Throughout this section W= R[t, d] is the Ore extension of R [4], that; 
is, W is a non-commutative ring (often called a skew polynomial ring of 
derivation type [S]) of polynomials over R in an indeterminate t with 
multiplication subject to the relation 
for all r E R. 
tr = rt + d(r), 
Denote by d = d(R, d) the set 
jr,t”+ . ..+r.t+r,~ W;r,d”(a)+~~~+r,d(a)+r,a=O,foranya~R). 
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Observe that if r,t”+...+r,t+r,EA then r,=r,d”(l)+...+ 
r,d(l)+r,=O,sowehaved=(r,t”f...+r,tEW;Y,d”+,..+rld=O).It 
is clear that A # 0 if and only if d is algebraic. If A # 0 and m is the least 
degree of non-zero polynomials in A, then we denote by d, = A,(& d) the 
set {r,P+... + y1 t E A; Y, =O}. Some properties of sets A and A,, are 
given in [S-9]. Let us recall a few of them. 
LEMMA 3.2 [8]. (1) A is a two-sided ideal of W. 
(2) Ifr,t”+ . ..+r.t~A, then 
d(r,) t” + . . . + d(r,) t E A. 
LEMMA 3.3 [S]. Let f=r,t”+~~~+r,t~A,. rf r,=l, then 
d(r,) = .. . = d(r,) = 0 and A =fW= Wf: 
LEMMA 3.4 [S]. If f E A,, then f is of the form 
f=a,tPs+a,_,tPs~‘+~~~+a,tP-ta,t, 
where a, ,..., a, E R, a, # 0, and p is a prime number. 
Note also the following 
LEMMA 3.5. If f E A,,, then fr = rf for any r E R. 
ProoJ By Lemma 3.2, the polynomial fr - rf belongs to A and it is easy 
to check that deg(fr - rf) -C deg(f ). Hence, by the minimality of f, 
fr - if= 0. 
If S is a multiplicative system of R and R, is the ring of quotients of R 
with respect to S, then by d, we denote the derivation of R, defined by 
d 
S 
(a,b) = d(a) b - ad(b) 
b2 C0 
LEMMA 3.6. Assume that R is a domain of characteristic p. Let 
f=a,tPn++a,~,tpn~‘+...+a,tP+a,t, a, f 0, 
be un element of W, and S be a multiplicative system of R containing a,. 
Then 
(1) f~Ad(R,d) ifandonly if(l/a,)f~A(R,,d,) 
(2) f E A,(R, d) if and only is (l/a,)f E AO(Rs, ds). 
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ProoJ: ( 1) follows from the formula 
(d,)P (a/b) = dP(a) b - adP(b) 
h2 . 
(2)(3) Let f~ d,(R, d) and denote g = (l/a,)J Then, by (I), 
g6 d(R,, d,). Suppose that g$ d,(R,, d,) and consider a polynomial h 
from A,(&, d,). Then Lemma 3.4 implies that h is of the form 
h=u b-lp”+U mm m _ b-1 1 m-1 p”-‘+...+U b-it 00 1 
where u. ,..., u,, E R, b, ,..., b,,, E S, U, # 0, and we see (using formula from 
the proof of (1)) that 
is in d(R, d). But deg(f’) < deg(f) ( smce g$A,(R,, n,)) and we have a 
contradiction with the minimality ofJ 
(2)(+) Denote g= (1laJ.L assume that geA,(R,,d,) and 
f 6 A,(R, d), and consider a polynomial h from Ao(R, d). We know, by 
Lemma 3.4, that h is of the form 
h=b,tpmf-+b,tP+bot, 
where bo,..., b, E R, b,, # 0, and m < n (since f E A(R, d)\A,(R, d)). 
Let T be a multiplicative system of R containing S and b,. Then, by 
(2)(3), the polynomial h’= (l/b,) h belongs to A,(R,, d,). But, again by 
(2)(a), the polynomial g also belongs to d,(R,, d,) (since a, E T). So 
h’, g E A,(R,, d7) and hence p”’ = deg(h’) = deg( g) =p”, and we have a 
contradiction with m < n. 
Assume now that R is a unique factorization domain. We say, as in the 
classical situation (see, for example, [lo, p. 32]), that a ‘polynomial 
fc W= R[t, d] is primitive if its coefficients have no common divisors 
(others than units). Every polynomial f E R[t, d] we can write in the form 
f= ag, where a E R and g is a primitive polynomial. Moreover, if ag = a, g,, 
where a, a, E R and g, g, are primitive, then Ra = Ra,. 
The next lemma is a differential version of Gauss’s Lemma. Note that we 
can find another differential version in [7]. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let f E A, and g E W. If5 g are primitive, then fg is primitive 
too. 
Proof Assume that f = C;! 1 a, t’, g = c;= D b,tJ. Suppose that fg is not 
primitive, and let q be an irreducible element of R which divides all the 
coefficients of fg. Let a,, b, be the first coefficients off and g, respectively, 
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which are not divisible by 4 (these exist since f and g are primitive). 
Observe that, by Lemma 3.5, 
fg=f ( 1 i bJtJ ,=o 
= 2 b, ji’ 
j=o 
= 2 b, ( 5 a, t’) tJ (here a, = 0) 
J=o *=O 
= ;<I ( c h,o,) r’. 
I+j=S 
Therefore, the coefficient of t’+’ in fg is 
...a v+lb,-l+a,b,+a,-,b,+,+..., 
and we see that this coefficient is not divisible by q. So we have a con- 
tradiction. 
Now we can prove the following 
THEOREM 3.8. Let d be a derivation of a unique factorization domain R 
of characteristic p, W = R[t, d] the Ore extension of R, and A = A(R, d) the 
set {f~ W,f(d)=O}. Then A is a principal two-sided ideal of W. 
More precisely, if f is a primitive polynomial from A of the least degree, 
then A= Wf=fW. 
ProoJ: We know, by Lemma 3.2, that A is an ideal of W, so we must 
prove that A is principal. It is trivial if A = 0. Let A # 0. Then there exists a 
primitive polynomial 
f=atm+f’. 
where deg(f’) < m and a # 0, such that f E A,(R, d). 
We show at first that A =f W. For this purpose it suffices to prove that 
every primitive polynomial from A belongs to f W. 
Let gc A be primitive and deg( g) = n (evidently n 2 m). Write 
g = bt” + g’, where b # 0 and deg( g’) < n. 
If n = m, then ag - bf E A and deg(ag - bf) cm, so (by the minimality 
of m) ag= bf: Consequently, by the primitivy and Lemma 3.5, g E Rf E 
fRcf W. 
Assume inductively that every primitive polynomial in A of the degree 
<II belongs to f W and consider g, = ag - bft”-“. Write g, = cg;, where 
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c # 0, c E R, and g; primitive. Then g; is a primitive polynomial from A of 
the degree < n. So, by induction, g; if W and, by Lemma 3.5, we have 
ag=gl$bft”~“=cg~+bft”~” 
EcfW+bfWcfcW+fiWwfJV, 
that is, agef W. 
Let ag = fuh, where u E R, u # 0, and h is primitive. Then ag = ufh (by 
Lemma 3.5) and, since g and fh are primitive (by Lemma 3.7), we have 
a = UT for some Y E R. Hence, again by Lemma 3.5, g = vfh =fvh Ef W. 
Therefore A = f W. 
In particular, since A is an ideal and f E A, Wf c f W. Now it suffices to 
prove that f Wc Wj 
Assume that f = Cy=., a, t’ and consider the polynomial f= CT& d(a,) t’. 
We see, by Lemma 3.2, that f=fv, for some v E W. But v E R, since 
deg(f) = deg(f). Therefore, by Lemma 3.5, 
ft=tf+f=tf+fv=(t+v)f 
and, by simple induction, 
ft” = (t + v)“f, for n = 1, 2,.... 
Now, for ~L’=C;=~ w,t’e W, we have (again by Lemma 3,5) 
fw= i fw,t’ 
i=O 
n 
= ,so w, fti 
= i w,(t+v)‘f, 
1=0 
that is, fw E Wf and, in general, OWE Wf: This completes the proof. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.8 we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.9, Assume that R is a unique factorization domain. If 
A(R, d> contains a manic polynomial then so does A,(R, d). 
Now, using the above corollary and Lemma 3.4, we immediately obtain 
the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.10. If R is a unique factorization domain of characteristic p 
then every integral derivation of R is p-integral over R. 
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4. DERIVATIONS IN k[xl,...,x,] AND k[[x,,...,.~,~]] 
Let k be a commutative ring of characteristic p and let R be either the 
ring k[x, ,..., x,] of polynomials over k or the ring k[ [x1 ,..., x,]] of formal 
power series over k. 
It is well known [Z] that Der,(R) is a finitely generated R-module and 
the derivations d/ax,,..., a/ax, are its generators. Therefore, if k is 
noetherian, then, by Proposition 2.2, every k-derivation of R is p-integral 
over R. In this section we show that it is also true when k is non- 
noetherian and we give informaton about minimal manic polynomials 
which annihilate k-derivations of R. 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let k be a commutative ring of characteristic p and R be 
either the ring k[x, ,..., x,,] ofpolynomials over k or the ring k [[x, ,..., x,]] 
of formal power series over k. If d is a k-derivation of R then there exist a 
natural number m and elements co,..., c,_ 1 E R such that 
(1) dJ’m+c,,-ldpm-‘+ . ..+c.dP+cod=O, 
(2) d(cO)=d(cl)=~..=d(c,_,)=O, 
(3) m d n. 
We prove this theorem in several steps. 
(I) Every k-Derivation of R is p-Integral over R. 
ProoJ: Let dE Der,(R) and let B be the set of all elements in R of the 
form 
EYE,“... E;d(x,), 
where El = d/ax, ,..., E, = a/dx,, i, ,.,., i, 3 0, and j = l,..., n. Since Ef = 0 for 
i = l,..., n, B is linite. Let R be the smallest subring of R containing the set 
bfLi,gi!, in: 7: denote d = d I R, e,= E,JR for j= l,..., n. Then R is 
i ,..., e, are Z,-derivations of R. Observe that e, ,..., e, are 
generators of the R-module Der,-(R). In fact, let g be an arbitrary 
derivation of R. Consider the k-derivation g of R defined by g(x,) =2(x,), 
i = l,..., n. 
Then 
g=i(x,) E, + ... +2(x,) E,, 
and we have 
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Therefore Derzp((R) is a finitely generated R-module and so, by 
Proposition 2.2, d is p-integral over R. Assume that 
where a,,..., a, _, E 8, and put 6 = dP’ + C;:A a,dP’. Then 6 is a k-derivation 
of R and, for j= l,..., II, we have 
6(x,) = dP’(x,) + c a,dP’(xj) 
r=O 
J-1 
= d+qXj) + c aJP’(x,) = 0. 
I=0 
Therefore 6 = 0, that is, d is p-integral over R. 
(II) Proof of Theorem 4.1 in the Case When k is a Unique Fuctorization 
Domain. Let k,, L be the fields of quotients of k and R, respectively, and let 
d be the extension of d to L. Then d is a k,-derivation. 
It is well known [2, 31 that Der,,(L) is a vector space over L with the 
basis 811% ,,.... J/ax,, and so (since d, dP ,,.., dP” E Der,,(L)) 
where uo,..., u, E L and (uO ,..., v,) # (0 ,..., 0). This implies that A,,(& d) # 0 
(see Section 3). Let g E d,(L, d). By Lemma 3.4 and since L is the field of 
quotients, we can assume that 
where a, ,..., a,_ 1, b, ,..., b, ~ 1 E R. Moreover, (*) implies that m < n. 
Now we see, by Lemma 3.6, that the polynomial b, . . . b, _ 1 g belongs to 
d,(R, d), and thus every polynomial in A,( R, d) has the degree pm. But, by 
(I) and Corollary 3.9, there exists in d,(R, d) a manic polynomial. The rest 
of this proof follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4. 
(III) Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let B= Z,[ Y,, a E k] be the ring of 
polynomials over 2, in commutating indeterminates, one for each element 
in k. Denote by T either the ring B[x, ,..., x,] in the case R = k[x, ,..., x,] 
or the ring B[[xl,..., x,]] in the case R = k[ [xl ,..~, x,]]. Let h: B -+ k be 
the homomorphism of rings such that h( Y,) =a, for any a E k, and 
H: T -+ R be the homomorphism of rings defined by 
H c b,,. I,x;l...sz = c h(b,.. i,)x;l.-.x;. 
11 1” > I, *I! 
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We define the B-derivation D of T as follows: If 
then we put 
W,)= 1 Kz,,, ,/,‘-.xL 
rl ..in 
for j= l,..., IZ. It is easy to show that dH = HD (it suffices to verify for 
Xl ,..., x,) and thus that d”H = HD” for any natural s. 
Since B is a unique factorization domain we have, by (II), 
DPm+w,_,Dpm-’ +...+w,Dp+woD=O, 
where m 6 n, w0 ,..., w, _, E T, and D( wO) = . . = D( w, ~ 1 ) = 0. And hence, 
ifuETthen 
m-1 
O=H(O)=H Dpm(u)+ c w,Dp’(u) 
,=O 
m-l 
= dP”(H(u)) + 1 H(w,) dP’(H(u)) 
i=O 
m-l 
= dPm+ 1 
1=0 
where c, = H( w,) E R, for i = 0, l,..., m - 1. Therefore (since H is a surjective 
map) 
and m dn. Moreover, d(c,) = dH(w,) = HD(w,) = H(0) = 0, for i= l,..., IZ. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
Let dE Der,(R), where R = k[x, ,..., x,] or R = k[ [x, ,..., x,]]. Consider 
vectors Ao,..., A, defined by 
, 
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for i=O, l,..., II, and denote 
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w=w,=det [&,A1 ,..., A,-,], 
w,-~=~~~CA~,A,,...,A,-,,A,I, 
w,-*=det [IA,, Al,..., L3, A,, 4--11, 
w1 = det [A,, A,, A,, A3,..., A,- 11, 
w,=det [A,,Ai, A, ,..., A,-,]. 
In particular we have 
w = det 
d(x,), dP(Xl),..., dp”-‘(x1) 
d(x,), GEp(x*),..., dJ+(X*) 
[ I 
. . . 
. . 
d(x,), dP(x,),..., dp”-‘(x,) 
COROLLARY 5.1. There exist elements bo,..., b, _ 1 E R such that 
(1) w,==wb,,for i=O, l,..., n-l, 
(2) d(b,)=-..=d(b,_,)=O. 
Proof. Using Theorem 4.1 we obtain 
m-1 
! 
p”-m 
o= dP”+ c c,dP’ =dP”-b6,_1dPn-i-.~.-bod, 
i=O 
for some bo,..., b,- i E R such that d(b,) = . . * = d(b,- 1) = 0. Hence we have 
the following N x n system of linear equations 
n-1 
c b,d”‘(x,) = dP”(x,), 
i=O 
where j = l,..., n, and hence W, = wb, for any i. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let p = 2 and n = 2. Assume that d is a k-derivation of 
R=kEx,yl (or R=k[[x,y]l) such that d(x) =f, d(y) =g. If h E R then 
by h,,h,,k,,...,..., we 
(d*h/ax a~),..., respectively. 
denote the derivatives (ah/ax), (ahlay), 
Using Corollary 5.1 we can prove that 
&+ad’+bd=O, 
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where 
and 
b = (ML + g&v 
= &TX gy -f” g.J + (f, + g& fx g, -f” LL). 
(Observe that a, b E @x2, y”].) 
We end this paper with the following 
PROBLEM 5.3. Give a generalization of Example 5.2 (in particular for 
p=2, n=3 orp=3, n=2). 
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